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Abstract
The k-means algorithm is arguably the most popular nonparametric clustering method but cannot generally be applied to
datasets with incomplete records. The usual practice then is to either impute missing values under an assumed missing-completely-
at-random mechanism or to ignore the incomplete records, and apply the algorithm on the resulting dataset. We develop an efficient
version of the k-means algorithm that allows for clustering in the presence of incomplete records. Our extension is called km-
means and reduces to the k-means algorithm when all records are complete. We also provide initialization strategies for our
algorithm and methods to estimate the number of groups in the dataset. Illustrations and simulations demonstrate the efficacy
of our approach in a variety of settings and patterns of missing data. Our methods are also applied to the analysis of activation
images obtained from a functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The need for partitioning or clustering datasets arises in many diverse applications [1]–[4] and has a long history [5]–[12].
There is substantial literature on the topic, with development on the computational challenges [13] as well as on data-driven
extensions such as semi-supervised clustering [14] and dimension reduction [15]. Datasets often have missing values in some
features, or variables, presenting another obstacle for common clustering algorithms and software packages. Two convenient
approaches in such situations are marginalization and imputation [16], [17], both of which permit the use of traditional clustering
algorithms without further modification. Marginalization or deletion removes any observation record missing a value in at least
one feature. An alternative approach, used by some authors [18], removes entirely from clustering consideration features that
are unobserved for any case. Hybrid methods of these two deletion schemes also exist. Yet another whole-data strategy [19],
[20] clusters the complete records and classifies the incomplete records with rules based on the obtained grouping and a partial
distance or marginal posterior probability approach. This scheme inherently assumes a missing-completely-at-random (MCAR)
mechanism for the unobserved records and features. On the other hand, imputation [21]–[24] predicts the missing values, and
then assumes that those predictions are as good as observations and indistinguishable from the observed data. Because the
imputed observations are treated no differently from the complete records, the assumptions used in imputing the values are of
critical importance. Indeed, [16] illustrate how imputation can substantially degrade performance when model assumptions are
violated.
A third approach groups partially unobserved data by developing methods that inherently incorporate the incompletely-
obsereved structure of the data. Such methods use soft constraints [25], [26], rough sets [27] or partial distance [28] that is
employed by the k-means algorithm of [29] or in the classification step of [19]. [25] modify fuzzy clustering by estimating
distances between cluster prototypes and incomplete observations. Another approach to incorporating missing values in fuzzy
clustering [27], [30], [31] estimates the cluster centers from the completely observed records and then imputes multiple values
for each missing observation. Lower weights are assigned to the augmented observations, which are then included in the
objective function. The k-means algorithm with soft constraints (KSC) of [26] also separates the datasets into two sets, one
of the completely observed and the other of the partially observed features, respectively. The partially observed features are
used to create soft constraints that are added to the objective function, essentially acting as an additional penalty. This penalty
depends on a user-specified weight that [16] suggests should be determined using a priori knowledge on the importance of
the partially observed features, or tuned using a labeled subset of data. This methodology works only when all records have
complete information on at least one feature. [29] analyze performance of several fuzzy and k-means clustering algorithms
on two synthetic datasets and show that a k-means approach using partial distance is the best performer. Most recently, [32]
developed a majorization-minimization [33], [34] approach called k-POD that can essentially be understood as an iterative
imputation approach, with the current cluster means as the (current) imputed values. Each iteration clusters the augmented
data using k-means and then updates the imputed values through the cluster means. The k-POD algorithm is implemented
in the R [35] package KPODCLUSTER [36] and initialized using the k-means++ algorithm [37] on the dataset with missing
values imputed from the (global) feature means. At termination, k-POD locally minimizes the objective function of the k-means
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1algorithm using partial distances. However, the repeated application of k-means at every iteration is computationally expensive.
The literature is also sparse on estimating the number of groups K for data with incomplete records.
This paper develops an efficient k-means-type clustering algorithm called km-means that accommodates incomplete records
and generalizes the algorithm of [38] that is popular in the statistical literature and software. Expressions for the objective
function and its changes following the cluster reassignment of an observation play central roles in our generalization of the
[38] algorithm. Section II also provides an initialization strategy for km-means and an adaptation of the jump statistic [39]
for estimating the number of groups. Section III comprehensively evaluates our methodology through a series of large-scale
simulation experiments for datasets of different clustering complexities, sizes, numbers of groups, and with different missingness
mechanisms and proportions. Section IV uses our methods to find the types of activated cerebral regions from several single-
task functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) experiments. We conclude with some discussion in Section V. This paper
also has an online supplement having additional illustrations on performance evaluations and other preliminary data analysis.
Figures in the supplement referred to in this paper have the prefix “S-”.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Preliminaries
Let X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn} be observation records of p features with each Xi possibly missing recorded values for some
features. Let Yi be a binary vector of p coordinates with jth element Yij = I(Xij is recorded), where Xij is the jth element
of Xi and I(·) is the indicator function taking value 1 if the function argument is true and 0 otherwise. Let pi =
∑p
j=1 Yij
be the number of recorded features for Xi. For now, we assume that K is known. Our objective is to find the partition
C = {C1, C2, . . . , CK} with centers µ1,µ2, . . . ,µK that minimizes
WK =
K∑
k=1
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
I(Xi ∈ Ck)Yij(Xij − µkj)2. (1)
For any given partition C, (1) is minimized at
µˆkj =
∑n
i=1 I(Xi ∈ Ck)YijXij∑n
i=1 I(Xi ∈ Ck)Yij
.
For completely observed datasets, Yij = 1 ∀ i, j, and WK is the usual within-cluster sum of squares (WSS). With incomplete
records, the use of WK as the objective function can be motivated using homogeneous spherical Gaussian and nonparametric
distributional assumptions, as we show next.
Result 1. Suppose that we have Gaussian-distributed observations with homogeneous spherical dispersions. That is, given
Xi ∈ Ck, suppose that each Xij ind∼ N(µkj , σ2). Then, given the correct partitioning, minimizing (1) is equivalent to maximizing
the loglikelihood function of the parameters µ1,µ2, . . . ,µK and σ given the observed Xijs. For j = 1, 2, . . . , p and k =
1, 2, . . . ,K, this optimal value is attained at
µˆkj =
∑n
i=1 I(Xi ∈ Ck)YijXij∑n
i=1 I(Xi ∈ Ck)Yij
and σˆ2 =WK/
n∑
i=1
pi. (2)
Proof. The loglikelihood function of (σ,C,µ1, . . . ,µK) is, but for an additive constant not dependent on those parameters,
given by `(µ1,µ2, . . . ,µK , σ2,C|X ) = −
∑n
i=1 pi log σ/2 −
∑K
k=1
∑n
i=1
∑p
j=1 YijI(Xi ∈ Ck)(Xij − µkj)2/(2σ2). For a
given C, the second term is free of µ1,µ2, . . . ,µK and σ at the maximizing likelihood estimates given by (2) [40]. Then
finding the partition minimizing σˆ is equivalent to maximizing the profile loglikelihood over all µ1,µ2, . . . ,µK , σ, and C.
The k-means algorithm does not make distributional assumptions but may be cast in a semi-parametric framework [12],
[41]. We now show that the following holds even without the Gaussian distributional assumptions that underlie Result 1:
Result 2. Suppose that given Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn and the true partitioning C, the first two conditional central moments of each
Xij are free of Yij and the k for which Xi ∈ Ck. That is, let E[(Xij − µkj)2 | Xi ∈ Ck, Yij ] = σ2, where E[Xij | Xi ∈
Ck, Yij ] = µkj . Then E[Wk | Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn] = (np¯−Kp)σ2, where p¯ =
∑n
i=1 pi/n. Thus, minimizingWk, after conditioning
on Y1,Y2, . . . ,YK and the true clustering C, is equivalent in expectation to minimizing an unbiased estimator for σ2.
Proof. Let the number of observations assigned to cluster k be
nkj =
n∑
i=1
I(Xi ∈ Ck)Yij .
2We assume that nkj ≥ 1 for every combination of k and j. From the assumptions in the theorem, we have
E[Wk | Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yn]
=
p∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
n∑
i=1
YijE[I(Xi ∈ Ck)(Xij − µˆkj)2 | Yij ]
=
p∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
(nkj − 1)σ2 = (np¯−Kp)σ2.
A similar result with minor modifications holds if some nkj = 0.
We now make a few comments in light of Result 2.
1) Result 2 shows that as long as each feature in each group has the same conditional variance σ2, the missingness
mechanism does not, on the average, impact the objective function (1). This is a stronger statement than Result 1.
2) [42] contend that minimizing (1) can lead to bias in fuzzy clustering. Therefore, they add a “correction term” to
replace the missing features with the value of the corresponding cluster center plus an error term in order to try to more
accurately represent the distance between the cluster center and the complete record. In our view, adding such a term for
k-means clustering is unnecessary because it optimizes the same objective function in expectation as (1) and including the
pseudo-random realizations would add uncertainty in the computations, potentially impeding the algorithm’s convergence
and stability.
3) The objective function of [32] is also effectively WK . For let X be the n× p matrix of observed data, µ be the k × p
matrix of cluster centers, and A be an n × k matrix indicating cluster membership of each observation. We write that
A is a member of the set H = {A ∈ {0, 1}n×k : A1 = 1}. Then the objective function for completely observed
data is minA∈H,µ ||X −Aµ||2F , where ||X||2F =
∑
i,j x
2
ij denotes the Frobenius norm. For partially observed data, let
Ω = {(i, j) : Yij = 1} and define the projection operator of any n× p matrix X onto Ω as [PΩ(X)]ij = YijXij . Then
[32] argue that minA∈H,µ ||PΩ(X)− PΩ(Aµ)||2F =WK is the natural objective function for partially observed data.
4) Operationally, the approach of [32] is the same as replacing Xij in WK with µˆkj for any Yij = 0, and then using the
k-means algorithm at every iteration.
[32]’s use of k-means at every iteration is computationally demanding, so we develop an algorithm that eliminates the need
for such iterations within an iteration and also reduces required computations only to recently-updated groups and observations.
B. A Hartigan-Wong-type algorithm for clustering with incomplete records
The [38] k-means clustering algorithm for data with no missing values relies on the quantities ∆•−k,i and ∆
•+
l,i , which are,
respectively, the decrease in WSS from removing Xi from cluster Ck, and the increase in WSS upon adding observation
Xi to cluster Cl. Then ∆•−k,i = n•kδ2•i,Ck/(n•k + 1) and ∆•+l,i = n•l δ2•i,Cl/(n•l − 1), where n•k = |Ck| is the number of
observations currently assigned to Ck and δ2•i,Ck = ‖Xi − µˆk‖2 is the squared Euclidean distance between Xi and the
center of Ck. Our proposal modifies the computation of ∆•−k,i and ∆•+l,i to correspond to changes in WK . We call these
modified quantities ∆−k,i and ∆
+
l,i. Of particular note is how n
•
k and δ•i,Cl are adapted. Our modification for n
•
k changes to
the number of available observations nkj in Ck in each feature. We define the modified squared distance between Xi and µˆk
as δ2i,Ck =
∑p
j=1 YijY
(k)
j (Xij − µˆkj)2 =
∑p
j=1 δ
2
ij,Ck , where Y
(k)
j = I(nkj > 0) and δ
2
ij,Ck = YijY
(k)
j (Xij − µˆkj)2. We now
state and prove the forms of ∆−k,i and ∆
+
l,i:
Result 3. The increase in WK upon transferring observation Xi′ into Cl is ∆+l,i′ =
∑p
j=1 nljδ
2
i′j,Cl/(nlj + Yi′j). Also, the
decrease in Wk by moving observation Xi′ out of Ck is ∆−k,i′ =
∑p
j=1 nkjδ
2
i′j,Ck/(nkj − Yi′j).
Proof. First, consider the increase in Wk as Cl grows to Cl′ = {Cl,Xi′}. In this case, the mean of the jth coordinate of the
3lth group changes to µˆl′j = (nljµˆlj + Yi′jXi′j)/(nlj + Yi′j). For brevity, we denote I[Xi ∈ Cl] as ICli . Then
∆+l,i =
n∑
i=1
I
Cl′
i δ
2
i,Cl′ −
n∑
i=1
ICli δ
2
i,Cl
=
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
[
I
Cl′
i δ
2
ij,Cl′ − I
Cl
i δ
2
ij,Cl
]
=
n∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
[
Yij(Xij − µˆl′j)2ICl′i − Yij(Xij − µˆlj)2ICli
]
=
p∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
(YijX
2
ijI
Cl′
i − YijX2ijICli )
− 2
p∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
(YijXij µˆl′jI
Cl′
i − YijXij µˆljICli )
+
p∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
(Yij µˆ
2
l′jI
Cl′
i − Yij µˆ2ljICli )
The first term equals
∑p
j=1 Yi′jX
2
i′j . The inner summation in the second term is
n∑
i=1
(YijXij µˆl′jI
Cl′
i − YijXij µˆljICli )
= (nlj + Yi′j)µˆ
2
l′j − nljµˆ2lj
= (nljµˆlj + Yi′jXi′j)
2/(nlj + Yi′j)− nljµˆ2lj
= [(nljµˆlj + Yi′jXi′j)
2 − nlj(nlj + Yi′j)µˆ2lj ]/(nlj + Yi′j)
= [2nljµˆljYi′jXi′j + Yi′jX
2
i′j − nljYi′j µˆ2lj ]/(nlj + Yi′j)
so that the second term is −2∑pj=1[2nljµˆljYi′jXi′j + Yi′jX2i′j − nljYi′j µˆ2lj ]/(nlj + Yi′j). Similarly, the third term is∑p
j=1[2nljµˆljYi′jXi′j + Yi′jX
2
i′j − nljYi′jµˆ2lj ]/(nlj + Yi′j). Combining all three terms yields
∆+l,i =
p∑
j=1
[
Yi′jX
2
i′j −
2nljµˆljYi′jXi′j + Yi′jX
2
i′j − nljYi′j µˆ2lj
(nlj + Yi′j)
]
=
p∑
j=1
nljYi′jX
2
i′j − 2nljµˆljYi′jXi′j + nljYi′j µˆ2lj
(nlj + Yi′j)
=
p∑
j=1
nlj
nlj + Yi′j
Yi′j(Xi′j − µˆlj)2
≡
p∑
j=1
nlj
nlj + Yi′j
Yi′jY
(l)
j (Xi′j − µˆlj)2 =
p∑
j=1
nlj
nlj + Yi′j
δ2i′j,Cl .
Similar calculations show the reduction in WK to be ∆−k,i′ =
∑p
j=1 nkjδ
2
i′j,Ck/(nkj − Yi′j).
Our calculations provide the wherewithal for computing the changes in WK with incomplete records. We now detail the
specific steps of our algorithm that flow from [38] but uses the derivations of Result 3.
Step 1: Initial assignments: Obtain initializing values {µˆ(−1)k ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K} using methods to be introduced in Sec-
tion II-C. Use these initial values to obtain ξ(0) = (ξ(0)1 , . . . , ξ
(0)
n ) and ψ(0) = (ψ
(0)
1 , ψ
(0)
2 , . . . , ψ
(0)
n ) where
ξ
(0)
i = argmin1≤k≤K δ
2
i,Ck and ψ
(0)
i = argmin1≤k≤K;k 6=ξ(0)i
δ2i,Ck are the indices of the closest and second closest
cluster means to Xi. In general, let ξ(t) denote the cluster assignment of every observation at iteration t. Let C(0) be
the partition defined by ξ(0). Update µˆ(0) given C(0).
Step 2: Live set initialization: Put all cluster indices in the live set L. Thus, {1, 2, . . . ,K} ∈ L.
Step 3: Optimal-transfer stage: At the tth iteration, we have ξ(t), ψ(t), and cluster means µˆ(t). For each i = 1, 2, ..., n, suppose
that ξ(t)i = k. Next, do (a) or (b) according to whether k is in the live set L or not:
a) Case (k ∈ L): Let k∗ = argminb6=k ∆+b,i. If ∆+k∗,i ≥ ∆−k,i, leave Xi as currently assigned, setting ξ(t+1)i = ξ(t)i ,
leaving µˆ(t+1)k unchanged, and setting ψ
(t+1)
i = k
∗. Otherwise transfer Xi to cluster k∗, setting ξ
(t+1)
i = k
∗ and
updating both µˆ(t+1)k and µˆ
(t+1)
k∗ . Also, assign ψ
(t+1)
i = k and move cluster indices k and k
∗ to the live set L.
4b) Case (k /∈ L): Do as in Step 3(a), but compute argminb∈L∆+b,i, the minimum increase in WK only over the
members of the live set.
Step 4: Termination check: The algorithm terminates if L ≡ ∅, that is, L is empty. This happens if no transfers were made in
Step 3. Otherwise, proceed to Step 5.
Step 5: Quick transfer stage: For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let ξ(t)i = k and ψ
(t)
i = k
∗. We need not check observation Xi if both
k and k∗ have not changed in the last n steps. If ∆+k∗,i ≥ ∆−k,i, no change is necessary and ξ(t+1)i , ψ(t+1)i , µˆ(t+1)k , and
µˆ
(t+1)
k∗ are left unchanged. Otherwise, we set ξ
(t+1)
i = k
∗ and ψ(t+1)i = k, and update µˆ
(t+1)
k and µˆ
(t+1)
k∗ .
Step 6: Live set updates: Any cluster that is modified by the previous quick transfer step is added to the live set until at least
the end of the next optimal-transfer stage. Any cluster not updated in the previous n optimal-transfer steps is removed
from the live set.
Step 7: Transfer switch: If no transfer has taken place in the last n quick-transfer steps, return to Step 3 (Optimal-transfer).
Otherwise, return to Step 5 (Quick-transfer).
Our algorithm is a needed adaptation of [38] that accounts for the use of the partial distance [29] and WK which, Results 1
and 2, is the appropriate function to optimize. Our km-means algorithm prevents missing values from affecting estimation of
the group means or contributing to the value WK for a given partition, but allows the observed features in incomplete records
to be considered and grouped. Further, our approach directly finds the locally best partition minimizing WK , while k-POD
uses a majorization function that is minimized at each iteration using a traditional k-means algorithm. We now provide some
strategies for initialization.
C. Initialization
Appropriate k-means initialization can speed up convergence and yield groupings with objective function close to the global
minimum [5], [43]. Although many initialization methods [43]–[47] exist, k-means++ is popular and relatively inexpensive
and produces clusterings that are at worst O(log k) competitive with the optimal grouping [37]. In effect, k-means++ prefers
initial centers that are appropriately spread out and has the following steps:
1) Set the first center, µˆ1 = Xi, where Xi is chosen randomly from {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn}.
2) Initialize the kth (k = 2, . . . ,K) group by choosing Xi with probability pi = d2i /(
∑n
i=1 d
2
i ), where d
2
i =
mink=1,...,k−1 d2i,k and di,k is some distance measure between Xi and the kth cluster center µˆk.
3) Repeat Step 2 until all K centers have been initialized.
For applying k-means++ with incomplete records, it would seem natural to set d2i,k to δ
2
i,Ck as defined in Section II-B. It
turns out, however, that a more effective strategy is to use d˜2i,k = δ˜
2
i,Ck = δ
2
i,Ck/
∑p
j=1 YijY
(k)
j . The use of d˜
2
i,k is related to
adopting a partial distance strategy as in [19]. Note that δ2i,Ck is not a true distance measure, as the triangle inequality does not
hold, and further δi,Ck = 0 implies only that Xi and µˆk are equal in the dimensions where both have recorded or calculated
values, respectively. Denoting Y (k) = (Y (k)1 , Y
(k)
2 , . . . , Y
(k)
p ), and since E(Xi | Xi ∈ Ck) = µk as in the development of
Section II-A, we have
E(δ2i,Ck | Yi,Yk,Xi ∈ Ck)
= E
 p∑
j=1
YijYkj(Xij − µkj)2|Yi,Yk,Xi ∈ Ck

= σ2
p∑
j=1
YijYkj .
Thus δ˜2i,Ck provides a more appropriate measure of Xi’s potential contribution to the error variance than δ
2
i,Ck . Figure S-1
provides execution times and clustering accuracy for selected simulation settings upon using δ2i,Ck and δ˜
2
i,Ck and are discussed
further in Section III-B2. In brief, they show shorter execution times and, on average, slightly more accurate partitions with
δ˜2i,Ck -weighting. So we only use initializations with δ˜
2
i,Ck -weighting. For each clustering, we generate 100Kp initializations of
our algorithm to account for the potential increase in the number of local minima with K and p.
D. Estimating the number of groups
In practice, K is rarely known a priori and needs to be assessed from the dataset. There are many available methods
[12], [48]–[51] for estimating K in the context of completely observed data. A computationally inexpensive method that
has performed well in many k-means contexts is the jump statistic of [39], so we adapt this approach for our setting. The
development of the jump statistic is motivated by rate distortion theory, with the number of groups estimated based on the
rate of decrease of the average Mahalanobis distance between each observation and its assigned cluster center as K increases.
In the usual k-means setting, the jump statistic chooses Kˆ = argmaxK∈K Dˆ
−p/2
•,K − Dˆ−p/2•,K−1 where K is the set of all values
5of K under consideration, and the estimated distortions Dˆ•,K = WSSK/np with Dˆ•,0 ≡ 0. We have observed that merely
replacing WSSK above with the optimized WK does not yield satisfactory results. Instead, we also replace p in the average
distortion and jump statistic calculations with the average effective dimension p¯. Note that, as per Result 2,WK/np¯ is a biased
estimator of σ2 given the true cluster assignments, and the MLE of σ2 under the assumptions of Result 1. Thus, our proposal
to select the optimal K chooses Kˆ = argmaxK∈K Jk = argmaxK∈K Dˆ
−p¯/2
K − Dˆ−p¯/2K−1 , with estimated distortions modified to
be DˆK = WK/np¯. As before, we set Dˆ0 ≡ 0. The use of a measure of effective dimension was initially suggested in [39]
for cases with strong dependence between features. Simulations indicate that using p¯ in place of p for missing data yields an
improved estimator for K and also improves partitioning performance.
III. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS
We first illustrate and evaluate our methodology on the classification dataset introduced in [26]. We next perform a
comprehensive simulation study to evaluate the different aspects of our algorithm. Performance in all cases was measured
numerically and displayed graphically. Our methods and its competitors were evaluated in terms of the Adjusted Rand index
(AR) [52]. The AR index is commonly used as a measure of agreement between two clusterings, in this case between the
true cluster labels and the labels returned by either clustering method. The index attains a maximum value of 1 if the two
partitions are identical and has an expected value of zero when the partitioning has been done by chance.
A. Illustration on SDSS Data
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) contains millions of observations of astronomical bodies, but the subset used in [26]
– and that we use to evaluate performance – has observations from 1220 galaxies and 287 stars. The five included features
are brightness (measured in psfCounts), size (in petroRad, with some negative values for reasons that are not entirely clear),
a measure of texture, and two measures of shape (M e1 and M e2), which we will refer to as Shape1 and Shape2 in our
analysis. The dataset is complete but for 42 galaxies that are missing both measures of shape. Figure S-2displays the dataset,
with color corresponding to the true classifications of star or galaxy. Many of the features are heavily skewed, while the shape
measures are predominantly marked by very long tails both in the left and right directions.
The km-means algorithm chooses homogeneous groups with spherical spreads, so we first transform, center, and scale each
feature. For brightness and texture we use a log (base 10) transformation but the other features contain negative values, so,
for these variables, we use the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation [53] given by h(u; θ) = arcsinh(θu)/θ for θ 6= 0 and
h(u; 0) = u. For the three variables, we chose θ = 10 which substantially moderates the skewness and peakedness. (Other trial
values of θ indicated insensitivity of our results to small changes.) The transformed data were then centered and scaled by the
sample standard deviation of each feature. For the SDSS data, k-POD and km-means yield identical clusterings. Because this
is a classification dataset, classifications are available. So we examine the clustering returned by km-means for K = 2 groups
for its ability to distinguish between stars and galaxies in the entire data set, ability to distinguish between stars and galaxies
in the incomplete observations, and the effect of deleting incomplete observations.
The K = 2 km-means (and k-POD) clustering has an AR index of 0.988. Figure 1 displays the results of clustering in
the transformed variable space are shown in the scatterplot matrix of Figure 1. (Here, color indicates membership in the final
grouping from km-means, with shading corresponding to the observation’s true classification.) Further, Table I provides a
TABLE I: Confusion matrix of the km-means (also k-POD) groups versus the true classes in the SDSS dataset.
Group Stars Galaxies
1 287 0
2 4 1216
confusion matrix or cross-tabulation of the frequency of stars and galaxies classified in each km-means (or k-POD) group.
If one considers the clusters as classifying stars and galaxies, only 4 galaxies are misclassified. Further, every galaxy (and
therefore every observation) with missing values is correctly classified. In this case, k-means clustering on only the complete
observations results in an identical partition when comparing the grouping of only the complete observations but using km-
means on the entire datasets. Thus, for these data, km-means is able to correctly cluster the incomplete observations, but that the
inclusion of the incomplete observations has no effect on the clustering of the complete observations. Given that the incomplete
observations make up a small percentage of the larger of the two clusters, this lack of a difference in class assignments is not
unexpected.
The performance of km-means (and k-POD) is much better than that of any of the methods reported in Figure 1a of [16],
where the best performer for K = 2 had AR ≈ 0.2. While we are unable to identify the reasons for the poorer performance
reported in that paper, it is probable that our transformation to remove skewness and subsequent scaling may have had an
important role in our better performance. Despite the transformations, it is clear that the features are not independent. There
is clear separation between the two clusters in both brightness and size, which are strongly negatively correlated. Thus other
approaches to clustering may also be worth pursuing for this dataset. However, this dataset offers a valuable illustration of
km-means and indicates promise. We now proceed to evaluate the performance of km-means in several large-scale simulation
experiments.
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Fig. 1: Scatterplots, univariate densities, and correlations of the transformed features of the SDSS data. The three colors
correspond to the observed combinations of the two clusters specified by the K = 2 km-means clustering and the true
classification of each observation. Note that there are only four misclassifications, of galaxies (identified in blue).
B. Simulation Studies
1) Experimental Framework: We thoroughly evaluated the km-means algorithm on a series of experiments encompassing
different missingness mechanisms, clustering complexities, dimensions, numbers of clusters, proportions of missing values,
and missingness mechanisms. We discuss these issues next.
a) Clustering Complexity of Simulated Datasets: The km-means algorithm inherently assumes data from homoge-
neously and spherically dispersed groups, so we restricted our attention to this framework. Within this setting, we simulated
grouped data of different clustering complexities as measured by the generalized overlap measure and implemented in the C
package CARP [54] or the R package MIXSIM [55], which is what we used in this paper. The generalized overlap (denoted by
ω˚ here) is a single-value summary of the pairwise overlap [56] between K groups and is defined as (ω(1)−1)/(K−1), where
ω(1) is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix of pairwise overlaps between the groups. ω˚ takes higher values for greater overlap
between groups (i.e., when there is higher clustering complexity) and lower values when the groups are well-separated. We
simulated clustered data of different dimensions (p), different numbers of groups (K), different sample sizes (n) and different
proportions (λ) of incomplete records. For each (K,n, p, λ, ω˚), we considered four different mechanisms of missingness which
led to the incompleteness of the records, as discussed next.
b) Missingness Mechanisms: Missing data are traditionally categorized into one of three different types: missing
completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and not missing at random (NMAR) [17]. For MCAR data,
the probability that an observation record is missing a feature measurement depends neither on the observed values nor on the
value of the missing data point. To simulate MCAR data, we randomly removed data independent of dimension and cluster.
On the other hand, under MAR, the probability that an observation has a missing coordinate may depend on the observed
values, but not on the true values of the missing data point. To simulate data under the MAR mechanism, we followed [32] in
randomly removing data in only 40% of the dimensions, leaving the other features completely observed. Note that in order to
obtain a specific overall proportion λ of missing data, the proportion of data missing in the partially observed dimensions will
be higher – in our case 2.5λ. When the probability that a value is missing depends on its true value, we say that the data are
NMAR. We considered two different mechanisms for NMAR, namely NMAR1 for data that are MCAR but only in specified
7clusters, and NMAR2 that follows [32] in missing the bottom quantiles of each dimension in specified clusters. As with the
MAR scenario, a higher proportion of data than λ had to be removed in the partially observed groups to obtain the desired
overall proportion of missing data.
Our experimental setup thus had a multi-parameter setup, with values as per Table II. The CARP and MIXSIM packages
TABLE II: Values for each parameter used in simulation study.
Parameter Values
# groups (K) 4, 7
# observations (n) 500, 1000, 5000
Dimension (p) 5, 10
Missing proportion (λ) 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
Overlap (ω˚) 0.001, 0.01, 0.05
Missingness mechanism MCAR, MAR, NMAR1, NMAR2
afford the possibility of providing general assessments of clustering performance in different settings. Therefore, for each of
(K,n, p, λ, ω˚) and missingness mechanism, we generated 50 synthetic datasets within the given experimental paradigm in
order to assess performance. Thus, our simulation consisted of a total of 28,800 simulated datasets.
c) Additional details regarding implementation: We first compared performance of km-means with k-POD (through
its R package KPODCLUSTER) because both km-means and k-POD are geared towards optimizing (1) so can provide a direct
comparison. We compared performance of the two algorithms for the case when K is known in terms of execution speed,
as well as (and more importantly) clustering efficacy measured in terms of AR. k-POD is naturally slower than km-means,
due to its repeated application of the k-means algorithm at each iteration. Therefore, we used 100Kp initializations for km-
means but only 5 initializations for k-POD. The performance gains for km-means from using 100Kp initializations rather than
5 initializations of km-means are in most cases minimal, and the use of unequal numbers of initializations across methods
reflects how each would most likely be used in practice (with k-POD being used with a number of initializations that make
it practical to apply.) We also evaluated performance of our modified jump statistic in deciding K.We chose our candidate
Ks to be in the set {1, 2, . . . , 2K•} where K• was the true K under which the particular simulated dataset was obtained. We
restricted our use of the jump statistic estimator to km-means because the slower performance of k-POD makes application of
k-POD for each candidate K to be too computationally onerous to evaluate. We now report and discuss performance.
2) Results: We first discuss performance of km-means and k-POD when K is known and follow with clustering performance
with km-means for when K is unknown and estimated using our modified jump statistic.
a) Performance with Known K: We evaluate performance of km-means and k-POD in terms of execution time,
initialization and clustering performance.
Execution Times: Figure 2 displays the ratio of the execution times of k-POD and km-means, with known K. Even though
km-means uses a far greater number of initializations (on the scale of 20kp), it is in nearly all cases at least as fast as k-POD.
Paired t-tests of the execution times show that km-means is significantly faster at an α = 0.05 level in all but two settings.
Much of this difference can be attributed to the efficiency of the algorithms. In essence, for each initialization, k-POD must
perform an entire k-means routine at each iteration, whereas km-means handles missing data within one k-means routine.
Thus, with the exception of some special cases discussed in Section III-B2a, one would expect km-means to be more efficient.
(Note, however, that in these few cases, km-means would still have been faster if both km-means and k-POD were to have
been run with the same number of initializations. Indeed, Figure S-3 which reports the per-initialization run relative gain of
km-means over k-POD also supports this conclusion.)
Initialization: As described in Section II-C, Figures S-1a and S-1b respectively display the execution times and performance
of our km-means algorithm when initialized using δ2i,Ck - and δ˜
2
i,Ck -weighting for selected settings. In general, initialization done
using δ˜2i,Ck -weighting leads to faster clustering than that when using δ
2
i,Ck -weighting. In terms of final clustering performance,
δ˜2i,Ck -weighting leads to better results than δ
2
i,Ck -weighting. This improved speed and performance is most pronounced in the
case of lower K. In the few settings where δ2i,Ck -weighting is marginally better on average, the ARs for those clusterings are
more widely-dispersed. It is interesting to note that of the two NMAR methods, clusterings on NMAR2 data are more accurate
within each weighting relative to NMAR1. In this paper, we only report results from km-means using the δ˜2i,Ck -weighting.
Overall Comparisons: Figure 3 provides the relative decrease in the optimized WˆK upon using km-means over the k-POD
algorithms. In general, the optimization improves more with deviations from MCAR as well as with increasing proportions of
missing observations. This, despite km-means’ execution times that are a fraction of the k-POD execution times (Figure 2).
Thus, in terms of optimizing (1), km-means is uniformly a better performer than k-POD. Figure 4 summarizes clustering
performance in terms of AR for each setting. Excluding NMAR1 data, km-means performs at least as well as k-POD,
and significantly better as per one-sided paired t-tests in all but 5 settings. However, k-POD is the better performer in the
NMAR1 cases with moderate to high clustering complexity (overlap) and with larger proportions of missing observations.
We hypothesize that that is because the NMAR1 mechanism with large proportions of incomplete records and higher overlap
results in unbalanced designs and estimated non-spherical clusters: in such a scenario, optimizing (1) may not be synonymous
with finding the best clustering. This hypothesis is supported by Figure 3 that indicates that the terminal (local minimum)
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Fig. 2: Ratio of execution times between km-means with 100Kp initializations each and k-POD with 5 initializations each for
50 simulated data sets in each simulation setting. The semi-solid line at 1 on the vertical axis is the point above and below
which km-means takes more and less time, respectively, than k-POD.
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Fig. 3: Relative difference in optimized objective function WˆK obtained using k-POD and km-means for 50 simulated data
sets in each simulation setting.
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Fig. 4: Adjusted Rand Index (AR) for km-means and k-POD for 50 simulated data sets in each simulation setting.
value obtained by km-means is lower than that obtained by k-POD. Further, the difference in execution times between the
two methods for MCAR data shrinks as the proportion of incomplete records increases. As expected, performance for both
methods suffers with increasing proportion of missing data or clustering complexity, but both methods perform admirably even
outside of MCAR data. Finally, we note that the higher number of initializations used for km-means can not explain its superior
performance over k-POD: Figure S-4 shows very similar results when only 5 initializations were used for both methods.
b) Estimating K via the modified jump statistic: Because of the slower performance of k-POD, we only evaluate
performance using km-means in this section. Figure 5 shows that the jump statistic often correctly estimates K, but
underestimates it in more difficult cases, particularly with larger K. Errors are most strongly correlated with the proportion of
missing data and cluster overlap, with poor estimation of K when K, ω˚, and λ are at their highest values. There is noticeable
difficulty in estimating K in MAR data at K = 7, but in each case, results improve with increasing n. (Recall that MAR data
is missing significant proportions of values in selected features.) When data are heavily missing in this exact manner, but the
partially observed features are known to be of importance, it may be more appropriate to use the soft constraints approach of
[26]. We also observe a tendency to underestimate K in each NMAR setting. This is to be expected, possibly even desired,
because the NMAR settings may end up removing the majority of the values in clusters selected to be partially observed.
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Fig. 5: Difference between estimated number of clusters (Kˆ) by the modified jump statistic and the true number of simulated
clusters (K) for 50 simulated data sets in each simulation setting.
Particularly as the overlap between clusters increases, it is not surprising that the jump estimator would underestimate K, and
instead assign to nearby clusters the remaining observations with high proportions of missing values. Thus, we see limited
improvement in Kˆ as n increases in the NMAR settings. Figure 6 plots the AR of the final clusterings using Kˆ and confirms
our observations drawn from Figures 4 and 5. The observed ARs using Kˆ tend to be less than or equal to the AR obtained
using K• but the differences are not large, with AR ≈ 1 for lower values of ω˚ and λ. We also see that in many cases, the
AR value for NMAR1 data is lower than those from other types of missingness. This can be traced back to the tendency to
underestimate K in NMAR1 data in particular.
3) Comparison with Imputation Methods: We have also, at the helpful suggestion of the Editor, provided a somewhat more
limited comparison with two imputation methods. Our comparisons were only limited in that they were done for datasets with
n = 500 simulated records and known K but having all the other simulation settings of Section III-B1. We compared km-means
with two popular imputation methods Amelia [21] and and mice [22], both of which are implemented in R packages having
the same respective names. Both methods draw imputations of the missing values. Amelia uses the Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [57] on multiple bootstrapped samples of the original incomplete data to obtain estimates of the complete-data
parameters, and then uses these bootstrapped estimates to replace the missing values with imputed values. On the other hand,
mice draws imputations of the missing data points using chained equations.
For both imputation methods, we used the default settings to obtain imputed values for the missing observations and then
used k-means on the results. Figure 7 shows the clustering performance of both imputation methods relative to km-means.
We see a consistent improvement in accuracy of clustering using km-means with the largest difference in AR observed when
the censoring methods stray further from assumptions made in Amelia and mice, for instance in the NMAR2 case, and also
as the proportion of missing values increases. This deficiency of the imputation methods is not surprising because neither
method directly uses the inherent grouped structure of the data and only provides imputations based on an overall (even though
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Fig. 7: Performance of imputation methods and km-means on different simulation settings with known K and for n = 500.
For each missingness mechanism in the figure, the light shades depict km-means while the medium and dark shades are for
Amelia- and mice-imputed k-means groupings.
TABLE III: Number of voxels recording values in each replication in the fMRI experiment.
replication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
# voxels 2103 2413 2666 1731 2378 1543 2583 2408 1834 894 1251
sophisticated) view of the data. Clustering algorithms are then used on the filled-in data values.
Our large-scale simulation experiments show that our km-means algorithm performs well over several different cluster sizes,
missingness mechanisms, and proportions of missing values. Our modified jump statistic is also effective in selecting the
number of groups. We now apply our methods to identify the kinds of activation in a finger-tapping experiment.
IV. IDENTIFYING KINDS OF ACTIVATION IN A FINGER-TAPPING EXPERIMENT
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a noninvasive tool used to determine cerebral regions that are activated
in response to a particular stimulus or task [58]–[61]. The simplest experimental protocol involves acquiring images while a
subject is performing a task or responding to a particular stimulus, and relating the time course sequence of images (after
correction and pre-processing) to the expected response to the input stimulus [62], [63]. However, there are concerns about the
inherent reliability and reproducibility of the identified activation [64]–[66]. [67] illustrates an example of differing activation
maps obtained over twelve different sessions, where the same subject performed a simple finger-tapping task in each session.
We seek to combine activation maps across each experiment to help understand the nature of brain activation in this experiment.
It would be advantageous to have the ability to incorporate results from different fMRI studies without the need to re-analyze
each experiment. Next, we show that this problem can be cast as an incomplete-records clustering problem.
Our data set for this experiment is from a left-hand finger-tapping experiment of a right-hand-dominant male and was acquired
over twelve regularly-spaced sessions over the course of two months. Each data set was preprocessed and voxel-wise Z-scores
were obtained that quantified the test statistic under the hypothesis of no activation at each voxel. The Z-scores from each
session were thresholded using cluster-thresholding methods [68]. Because of concerns that the normally-right-hand-dominant
male subject may have been inadvertently tapping his right hand fingers [67], the activation statistics for one session were
dropped from our study. Thus, there are a total of eleven replicated test statistics. Our interest is then in classifying the voxels
using their corresponding activation test statistics. Note that because of the thresholding, activation statistics are not available
across all replicates. Table III lists the number of voxels above thresholding at each replication. There are 2827 total voxels
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that were identified as activated in at least one session, with a maximum of five missing values across replications. There are
only 156 voxels without any missing values. Thus, our goal is to cluster voxels based on the Z-scores of eleven replications,
where incomplete records arise because, after thresholding, not all replications have a Z-score for each voxel. The use of
Z-scores and assumption of independence over replications because of the substantial time between any two sessions makes
this an ideal case for the assumption of homogeneous spherical dispersions for each sub-population of voxels.
As before, we run the km-means algorithm to termination, with 100pmax(K, 10) initializations using the methods in
Section II-C, for K = 1, 2, . . . , 20. The jump statistic identified the three-groups solution as the optimal partitioning. The
resulting groups are displayed in Figure 8 separately, for each of the eleven experiments. The first group (denoted by red)
Fig. 8: Regions of activation detected from voxels in eleven replications of an fMRI study.
consists of 235 voxels whose average mean Z-score is 10.31, the second (yellow) group has 965 voxels with average mean
Z-score 6.83, and the third (blue) group includes 1627 voxels with an average mean Z-score of 4.96. The first group is where
the activation is most emphatic and is almost entirely in the right primary motor cortex (M1), the ipsi- and contra-lateral pre-
motor cortices (pre-M1), and the supplementary motor cortex (SMA). The other two groups of voxels represent two different
kinds of milder activation and are primarily located in the right pre-SMA, and interestingly also in the left M1, pre-M1, and
the SMA. This last observation is an interesting finding and is suggestive that activation in a right-hand dominant male is also
associated in the left hemisphere of the brain even when it is the non-dominant hand that is active in performing a task. It is
important to note that following a whole data strategy in this experiment would not have been able to identify this additional
finding because almost all the 156 voxels that have non-thresholded Z-scores for all eleven replications (that is, having no
missing values) are in the right hemisphere. Our application here also demonstrates an important approach to amalgamating
the results from different fMRI activation studies.
V. DISCUSSION
We have extended the Hartigan-Wong k-means clustering algorithm to the case for datasets that have incomplete records.
We do so by by defining a (partial) distance measure and objective function that ignores missing feature values. The modified
objective function necessitates adapting [38]’s algorithm to account for incomplete records. We call the resulting algorithm
km-means. We also provide modifications to the k-means++ initialization method and the jump statistic for estimating the
number of clusters. C code implementing our methods is available at https://github.com/maitra/km-means. Our development
represents an intuitive addition to the body of work seeking to avoid discarding partially observed data or imputing data.
Simulations show this is an efficient and effective method for handling missing values, and application to astronomical data
yielded results in line with expectations. The km-means approach was also valuable in the analysis of fMRI data, where the
vast majority of observations (voxels) were treated as partially observed, and located in the same area. Our proposed methods
in this paper thus provide a practical approach to k-means-type clustering in the presence of incomplete observations.
There are a number of issues that might benefit from further attention. In the context of km-means, there is a need for more
research into initialization schemes for partially observed data. In addition to considering weighting schemes such as δ2i,k and
δ˜2i,k, alternative methods for choosing the initial center, µˆ1, may also lead to improved results. For example, we may limit µˆ1
to only completely observed data, or assign weights for choosing µˆ1 proportional to how many observed values each Xi has.
Early results indicate each of these strategies lead to comparable results in most cases. The use of k-means and Euclidean
distances for applications such as in the case of clustering of GRBs [18], [20] is not always appropriate. Therefore, appropriate
adjustments are required for handling non-spherically dispersed groups of data or datasets with unequal variances. However,
there is scope for optimism because, as pointed out by J. Bezdek, (1) used the Euclidean norm, but the proofs would generally
hold for any inner product norm leading to possibly hyper-ellipsoidal-shaped groups. Additionally, the derivations would be
fairly tractable even for the `1 and `∞ norms. Finally, we note that it may also be possible to extend the general approach
of this paper to data containing observations with repeated measures. Thus, while we have provided an efficient algorithm for
finding homogeneous spherically-dispersed clusters in the case of incomplete records, several issues requiring further attention
remain.
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Fig. S-4: Performance of km-means and k-POD when both methods were initialized 5 times.
